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..SL_'ly,particularlY readily. Particularly it is my memory for recent things that

had deteriorated from the high point that it seemed to possess before. One thing

that puzzled me, even in in high school and college: in high school and in college

I had classes in various rooms of a two-building in two different buildings. I

would During a semester I would go to certain rooms on certain days for certain

classes. Some would be twice a week; zmxw some three times a week, etc. Within

two days after the senester started it was simply habitual with me. At the

particular hour ott the particular -ay to go to the particular room. I never even had

to stop and think or look: at atty notes about xxft it after the second day.

But when the new semester came, within two days I had the new schedule completely in

my mind,ax*1xxHg and probably had completely forgotten the previous schedule.

I have always had a desire to be friendly with anyone who was willing to be

friendly with me, and even if a person had treated me in a mean way, if he wanted to

be friends it would be very simple for me to forget whatever he had done in the past

toward me. I always get great pleasure ñ x out of hearing the latest news about

anyone whom I have known, even most casually. I Sometimes I have thought this is

my historic bent of mind, because, greatly interested as I am in any news about any

one, I don't have any special desire simply to see them, him, say, " How are you ?

how are you getting on? how is everytling? it's a nice day, isn't it?" People

I am greatly interested in may visit the seminary and I have no desire to see them

personally, axn and shake hands with them, but I have tremendous interest in knowing

any news a-out them. It is I think as a person grows up one tends to think everybody

is more or less like himself, and it is interesting to observe what great differences

there are, and to observe one's own peculiarities, one's own points of strength which

one is often asked (?) apt(?) not to realize and not to develop as he

should, and his points of weakness at which he is apt to have false ideas of his ability.
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